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INTRODUCTION

To complete full coverage to the property limits, the geophysical surveys 

undertaken in the previous summer were extended in December 1965 to the 

portion covered by Manning Lake. This exploration took a similar form to that 

of the original work and its results, therefore reported herein, necessarily 

complement the earlier presentation.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

The claims on which the present survey was carried out are wholly or partly 

overlain by Manning Lake (Dwg. No. 5-127-1). These are all in Aitken Township, 

Sudbury Mining Division, Ontario and comprise the 6 contiguous claims, described 

below:

ON LAND 
CLAIM NO. NOMINAL ACREAGE ON WATER LICENSE NO.

123871 40 Water A37138

123879 " Water

123878 " Water

123877 " Both "

123869 " Both "

123870 " Water

The recorded holder at the above license is Mr. -George Milner, -250- University

Avonuo , Toronto, Ontario.

As was the case in the summer months, the most efficient access to the property

was by aircraft from South Porcupine. However, because of the poor ice conditions

on the lake at the time, the lightest possible aircraft had to be used (Piper

Cub).
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|RK UNDERTAKEN

The pre-existing summer grid was extended across the lake to the north boun 

dary (Dwg. No. 127-2). Grid lines 3V; to 12w inclusive were maintained in parallel 

orientation to the eastern lines by means of two tie lines, chained westward 

from line zero at approximately ION and 20N. Grid lines were picketed at 

100' intervals according to the previously established co-ordinate system. 

Wooden laths averaging 3' in length were used as pickets, and under normal 

northland winter conditions, will remain visible for the duration of the 

winter.

The primary parallel line EM reconnaissance was undertaken at a 600' separa 

tion using a Barringer LEM-2 dip angle unit operating at 1000 cps. Detailed 

profiling from fixed transmitter set-ups was subsequently carried out. over 

the zones of indicated conduction. This work was supplemented by a magnetic 

surveying of all lines using a Barringer GM102A nuclear precession magne 

tometer with a sensitivity of 10y. In areas of high relief, intermediate 

stations were occupied for greater definition of peak activity.

These field operations were completed in the period December 6th to December 

23rd 1965 as part of a wider programme extending to adjoining ground.
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ASSESSMENT DATA

For the purposes of assessment credit, the following details are supplied:

WORK MILEAGE MAN-DAYS ASSESSMENT CREDIT

Picketing and chaining .4.7 4 4

Electromagnetic Survey 5.4 8 56

Magnetic Survey 4.3 4 28

Supervision 2 14

Compitation, Interpretation,Reporting 3 21

Drafting, Typing 2 14

TOTALS 13T

Personnel involved were:

R. McGowan Party Chief

D. Bernier Field Assistant, Timmins Ontario

J. B. Boniwell Chief Geophysicist

D. Stone Draftsman

Miss N. Putherbough Typist

All of Barringer Research Limited,

304 Carlingview Drive, Rexdale, Ontario

Dates December 6th - December 23rd 1965 inclusive
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The electromagnetic coverage (Dwg. No. 127-3) provided very few indications 

of anomalous conduction. Several weak effects were observed, notably just 

off-shore between lines 6E and 18E. These break down into two reasonably 

distinct zones, generally paralleling the shore-line in this vicinity. 

However this relationship is probably coincidental only, as both conductors 

conform to what is considered regional strike.

The one outside conductor indication occurs at 31 * 50 N on line O in close 

proximity to the property's north-east corner post; in fact this particular 

resolution could well be just outside the boundary. However, evidence from 

the adjoining ground east (Marvel Minerals Ltd.) suggests that the inherent 

conductor zone strikes across the extreme corner of the present property for 

approximately 200'. It is a very weak axis, nevertheless, and apparently 

quite shallow at this point.

Further, as is evident from the magnetic coverage (Dwg. No. 127-4), this 

conductor is entirely without magnetic expression, nor does it occur in an 

environment of general magnetic relief. What the magnetic traversing does 

feature, however, is a prominent magnetic ridge well removed to the South 

running from line 18E at the east boundary to line O at the west boundary. 

Over this distance the ridge is neither continuous nor consistently on 

strike, most obviously suffering a major disruption in the vicinity of lines 

6E and 9E. From this the existence of a cross-structural axis is inferred, 

probably complex in detail, but in sum providing a displacement to the 

geology in the sense west side south (grid headings). The amount of the 

displacement is in the order of 1000',
i
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The significance of this magnetic feature lies in the fact that it is an 

extension of that like magnetic zone more fully described on the landward 
sections of the adjoining Marvel property. It gives a similar flanking 
association to the weak conduction previously noted running off-shore. 

Although displaying some discontinuities and probable en echelon dis 

placements, this conductive zone also terminates against the inferred cross- 

structure. This in many respects, a repetition of the Marvel situation 

appears to have been defined here although not as strongly for a comparable 
cover (line 15E).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Two zones of weak conduction have been indicated from the present coverages, 

one barely on the property and of little immediate interest. The second 

zone, however, although extremely weak, gives to the property an extension 

of the conductor-magnetic anomaly situation developed in previous exploration 

on the Marvel Minerals Ltd. property to the east. This particular environ 

ment appears to provide a weak magnetic iron formation flanked by a con 

formable conducting horizon on its south side. The possibilities to this 

horizon remain to be explored, but for the moment would appear conditional 

on any testing of the Marvel ground on which the best; expressions of it 

have been obtained.
4

Thus no immediate recommendations for further exploration are made at this 

time. Nevertheless, the property retains interest as an integral part of . 

the Marvel setting, and should therefore be maintained in good standing so 

long as drilling is contemplated there.

BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

J. B. Boniwell 
JBB:np Chief Geophysicist
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